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Overview 

To remain competitive, life insurance companies need to streamline their processes and differentiate themselves 

on the basis of the experience they offer their customers. It’s no secret that many consumers view underwriting as 

a significant obstacle to obtaining life insurance — often believing that the process takes too long and the 

requirements are too invasive. To address these challenges, companies are improving their ability to differentiate 

medical risks by incorporating more and more data sources. At the same time, they are reducing what is required 

of the applicant. 

To better understand the current status of life underwriting, as well as possible future directions, LIMRA surveyed 

U.S. and Canadian life insurance companies regarding their automated and/or accelerated underwriting 

programs. This report examines program prevalence, goals, challenges, and performance, and it includes  

best practices for establishing and maintaining these programs. 
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The Changing Face of Underwriting 

Companies continue to implement and further refine their automated underwriting 

programs, while they also establish new accelerated programs. Currently, 1 in 2 

companies has both program types. 

 

PREVALENCE OF PROGRAMS 

 From 2017 to 2019, the percentage of companies 

with automated programs increased from 

50 percent to 62 percent. Slightly more growth 

occurred in partially automated programs than 

triage approaches or full automation (Figure 1).  

 Twenty-four percent of companies plan on 

implementing automated solutions in the future. 

Fourteen percent have no plans to do so. 

Figure 1 — Automated Underwriting Programs: 

2017 Versus 2019 

Multiple Responses Allowed 

 

2017 N = 78 companies; 2019 N = 39 companies 

 In 2017, accelerated underwriting programs  

were on the horizon. Two years later, a majority  

of responding companies (64 percent) have  

them. Twenty-four percent plan to implement 

accelerated programs in the future, while 

14 percent have no plans to do so. 

 One in 2 companies has combined 

automated/accelerated programs.  

 Twenty-four percent of responding companies  

do not have either type of program.  

PROGRAM STATUS 

 Most companies (approximately 85 percent) report 

full implementation of their automated and/or 

accelerated underwriting solutions.  

 However, for automated programs, companies are 

somewhat more likely to have fully implemented 

triage solutions than full or partial automation 

solutions (Figure 2). 

Figure 2 — Status by Automated Program Type 

Multiple Responses Allowed 
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WHAT COMPANIES HOPE TO ACHIEVE 

 Nearly all companies with these programs 

(92 percent) seek to reduce policy issue time.  

This is the top goal in both 2017 and 2019. 

However, it is now followed by meeting consumer 

expectations, displacing reducing policy issue cost 

from 2017. This goal is cited third in 2019. 

Increasing applicant satisfaction rounds out the 

top four goals of 2019 (Figure 3). 

 Some goals are much less common in 2019 than 

in 2017: Achieving scalability decreased from 

77 percent to 42 percent of companies, and 

reducing fraud, errors, and omissions decreased 

from 41 percent to 17 percent. 

 Meeting consumer expectations is the only area 

mentioned substantially more often in 2019 than  

in 2017. Eighty-five percent of companies with 

automated/accelerated programs now have  

this goal. 

Figure 3 — Program Goals: 2017 Versus 2019 

Multiple Responses Allowed 

 

2017 N = 39 companies; 2019 N = 48 companies 
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Takeaway 

While companies continue to implement and refine their automated and accelerated underwriting programs,  

there is some evidence that they have tempered their expectations of these programs. For example, a much 

lower percentage of companies seek to achieve scalability or reduce fraud through them. At the same time, 

however, more companies hope these programs will help to improve their customers’ experience.  

The slightly greater growth in partially automated programs suggests that some companies do not yet fully trust 

automated approaches, instead preferring that underwriters continue to review all decisions. 

Given the continued growth of these programs, the few companies with no plans to implement them may soon 

find themselves at a distinct competitive disadvantage. 
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Program Scope 

As automated and accelerated underwriting programs become increasingly 

available, companies also are broadening the products and classes offered 

within those programs. However, age and face amount have shifted, and 

companies now are more likely to have additional requirements. 

 

AUTOMATED/ACCELERATED UNDERWRITING IS NOW OFFERED FOR MORE 
PRODUCTS AND UNDERWRITING CLASSES 

 All but one of the companies with automated/accelerated underwriting programs offer term life within these 

programs. Most also offer whole life (82 percent) and universal life products (80 percent). 

 Eighty-five percent of these companies offer standard classes for non-tobacco users and are only somewhat 

less likely to offer preferred and best classes to this group. However, only 1 in 4 companies underwrites 

substandard classes in these programs (Figure 4).  

 Tobacco use status has little effect on availability of standard and substandard classes, but preferred and best 

classes are much less likely to be offered to tobacco users. 

Figure 4 — Underwriting Classes Offered 

Multiple Responses Allowed 

 

N = 48 companies 
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AGE AND FACE AMOUNT 

 Age limits vary, with the youngest ages often 

including infants. Twenty-one percent of 

companies in 2019, versus 48 percent of 

companies in 2017, reported a minimum age of 

0 years.1 Zero years and 18 years were the most 

common responses in 2017 (each reported by 

48 percent of companies). In 2019, however,  

the single most common response is 18 years 

(54 percent). Forty years is the highest minimum 

age reported (Table 1). 

 Maximum age limits vary to a greater extent, from 

35 to 90. In 2017, the range was 40 to 85 years.  

In both 2017 and 2019, the most common 

response is 60 years (29 percent and  

26 percent, respectively). 

 Minimum face amount varies from $1 to $100,000, 

with $100,000 being the most common response 

(34 percent). This is followed by $50,000 as the 

next most commonly reported amount 

(28 percent). In 2017, the top two responses were 

$100,000 (29 percent) and $25,000 (21 percent). 

 Maximum reported face amount varies from 

$25,000 to $10 million. In 2017, responses  

ranged from $80,000 to $10 million. The top two 

responses are $1 million and $500,000 for both 

2017 (34 percent and 18 percent, respectively) 

and 2019 (47 percent and 19 percent, 

respectively). Two companies indicated that their 

maximum face amount is tiered by age. 

Table 1 — Age and Face Amount Limits for Automated/Accelerated Underwriting 

 Age (Years) Face Amount ($)  

 Youngest  Oldest Lowest  Highest  

1st quartile 1 50 10,000 500,000  

Mean 14 60 51,851 1,178,191  

Median 18 60 50,000 1,000,000  

3rd quartile 18 65 100,000 1,000,000  

Mode 18 60 100,000 1,000,000  

Range 0 to 40 35 to 90 1 to 100,000 25,000 to 10,000,000 

N = 46 companies 

MANY COMPANIES NOW HAVE 
ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

 In 2017, few companies had additional 

requirements beyond age and face amount. 

However, approximately 1 in 6 had a non-smoker 

requirement. In 2019, 45 percent of companies 

have additional requirements, with 1 in 5 having 

multiple additional requirements. 

 

1 Some companies reported a number of days for their minimum age. For simplicity, these were rounded to 0 years. 

 The most common additional requirements  

include pharmaceutical checks, no MIB, risk 

classification scores, and e-application. Four 

companies have residency requirements for  

their automated/accelerated programs. 
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Takeaway 

As companies further refine their automated/accelerated underwriting programs, requirements continue to shift. 

Since 2017, the distribution of maximum face amount has shifted higher (the median moved from $550,000 in 

2017 to $1 million in 2019), while the distribution of upper age limits has shifted downward (Figure 5). Companies 

likely believe that traditional underwriting can still better handle the more complex medical histories that tend to be 

associated with increasing age. Many companies currently have additional requirements beyond age and face 

amount, and, as more and more data sources become available and confidence in those data grows, it is possible 

that the average upper age limit will increase. 

Figure 5 — Distribution of Face Amount and Age Limits 

By Survey Year 

2017 

  

2019 

 

2017 N = 39 companies; 2019 N = 46 companies 
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Data Sources 

Companies continue to expand their use of electronic data, with prescription drug 

data and motor vehicle records leading the way. However, some data sources, 

such as electronic health records and social media, lag behind. 

 

COMPANIES EXPAND USE OF ELECTRONIC DATA 

 The top electronic data types used to support automated/accelerated underwriting are prescription drug data 

(84 percent), motor vehicle records, identity verification, and credit records (Figure 6). 

 In 2019, many more companies than in 2017 use prescription drug data, credit records, consumer data, criminal 

records, and publically available information. Credit records showed the greatest growth in adoption, from 

18 percent to 49 percent. While only one company reported using consumer data in 2017, today almost 1 in 3 

companies do so (Figure 7). 

Figure 6 — Electronic Data Types Used to Support Underwriting Programs 

With Status 
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 In 2017, 39 percent of companies planned to use electronic health records (EHRs) in the future. EHRs have the 

potential to provide a variety of information without requiring applicant disclosure. However, two years later, 

these plans have not been realized. Only two companies report using EHRs in 2019, while plans to use them 

have continued to become more widespread. 

 None of the companies in this sample report using data from wearables or from social media, and few have any 

plans to do so in the future. 

Figure 7 — Data Types Used to Support Automated/Accelerated Underwriting: 2017 Versus 2019 

Multiple Responses Allowed 

 

2017 N = 39 companies; 2019 N = 45 companies 
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Takeaway 

Companies continue to leverage new data sources (and to develop new applications for existing sources) to 

improve the speed and efficiency of their underwriting solutions. However, some data sources lag behind others 

in terms of adoption. Despite intense interest, the implementation of EHRs poses unique challenges. Data 

security and privacy is a major issue, further complicated by the need for multiple data access and transmission 

points. Incorporating and maintaining EHRs places a significant burden upon medical practices and physicians. 

Also, a variety of systems and platforms exist to record health information, increasing the difficulty of connecting 

the information needed to develop a more complete picture of a patient’s medical history. 

Wearables and social media are infrequently adopted as well, albeit for different reasons. Unlike EHRs, few 

companies plan to use these sources. The data from these sources tend to be relatively unstructured, and, while 

technologies exist to aid processing,2 the complexity and volume of the data involved, as well as the resources 

required, may place them beyond the reach of many life insurers. 

Highly structured and readily available data, such as prescription drug data and motor vehicle data, are used 

almost universally by the companies surveyed. 

 
 

 

2 In the case of social media, these include text mining, sentiment analysis, content categorization, and social network analysis. 
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Quality Control 

Companies engage in multiple activities to help ensure the appropriate use and 

interpretation of data sources. As the number and variety of sources increases, 

regulators also are becoming involved. 

 

MULTIPLE ACTIVITIES HELP ENSURE 
PROGRAM VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY  

 Audits. Most companies (81 percent) compare 

results from automated/accelerated underwriting 

with those from full underwriting. Seventy-four 

percent do post-issue audits, while 50 percent do 

a holdout, or pre-issue, assessment. Most often 

(92 percent), holdouts are randomly selected. 

 Financial professionals. Companies believe that 

face-to-face application with an advisor provides 

the first layer of protection against fraud. To 

provide another layer of protection, some 

companies conduct post-issue advisor monitoring 

to determine patterns of business, which could 

then trigger a request for additional information. 

Post-issue advisor monitoring — using data to 

determine patterns in advisors’ business. For 

example, if all cases are standard, we audit the 

advisor and may request a post-issue APS. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

We monitor producer metrics to identify shifts 

in applicant distribution, such as smoker/non-

smoker and BMI. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Agent coaching on the importance of field 

underwriting. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 

3 Lubczanski, L., “Using Behavioral Economics in Underwriting,” ThinkAdvisor, August 14, 2015. 

 Data checks. Companies use a variety of  

data sources to conduct identity checks, 

pharmaceutical checks, and other follow-up 

activities. 

MIB, LexisNexis InstantID, MIB plan F, Rx 

Recheck, post-issue forensic underwriting.  

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

ID check, but have plans to expand this to pre-

filled information and banking info verification. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 Models to predict nondisclosure. Thirteen 

percent of companies currently use models to 

predict tobacco non-disclosure, compared to 

8 percent in 2017. However, more than half of 

companies have no plans to use these models. 

 Behavioral economics. Companies also use 

behavioral economics principles in questionnaire 

design to increase disclosure. This approach 

assumes that most daily decisions are made with 

consumers’ “automatic” brains. However, it has 

been shown that simply providing applicants with 

more response options (beyond “yes” and “no”) 

slows processing and significantly increases 

disclosure of health behaviors.3 
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NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCIAL SERVICES CIRCULAR LETTER NO. 1 

 In January 2019, the New York State Department of Financial Services became the first U.S. regulator “to 

impose specific, substantive requirements on the use of ‘unconventional sources or types of external data’ in 

financial services.”4 Insurance Circular Letter No. 1 (2019)5 provides guidance to insurers authorized to write life 

insurance in New York. It states that companies should not use data sources, algorithms, or predictive models 

unless: (a) they determine that they do not collect or utilize prohibited criteria, (b) they establish that they are 

not unfairly discriminatory, and (c) they inform potential insureds of the right to receive specific reasons for any 

adverse underwriting decisions.  

 The U.S.-based companies in this sample were asked about their responses to this Circular. Forty-six percent 

do not write business (or do not use their automated and/or accelerated underwriting programs) in New York. 

However, 19 percent of companies indicate that, for now, they have stopped using their automated and/or 

accelerated underwriting programs in New York. Eight percent have increased their focus on their ability to 

explain adverse underwriting decisions to consumers, and 5 percent have limited the data sources being used 

for New York policies. 

Takeaway 

Many companies have developed multi-pronged approaches to monitoring the quality of their data and processes. 

Most commonly, they perform audits that are often supplemented with advisor monitoring. Less often, companies 

apply behavioral economics principles in their questionnaire design to protect against nondisclosure.  

New York’s Insurance Circular Letter No. 1 (2019) focuses on ensuring the appropriate use of data and should 

serve as a wake-up call to companies that have not yet implemented programs along these lines. In this sample, 

of those companies operating automated/accelerated underwriting programs in New York, 1 in 4 has either 

stopped using these programs or has limited the data sources used for those polices. Companies not yet facing 

this type of regulation should take the opportunity to prepare a response that limits the potential impact on 

their business. 

 
 

 

4 Brody, M., Hamilton, L.R., Lakatos, A.C., Kallas, J.A., & Webb, K.E. An Unconventional Circular Letter: NYDFS Provides the Nation’s First Directive on the 
Proper Use of Unconventional and Alternative Data, Mayer Brown, 2019. https://www.mayerbrown.com/en/perspectives-events/publications/2019/02/an-
unconventional-circular-letter?utm_source=Mondaq&utm_medium=syndication&utm_campaign=View-Original. Accessed August 7, 2019. 

5 RE: Use of External Consumer Data and Information Sources in Underwriting for Life Insurance, Insurance Circular Letter No. 1, New York State Department of 
Financial Services, 2019. https://www.dfs.ny.gov/industry_guidance/circular_letters/cl2019_01. Accessed August 7, 2019. 
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Program Performance 

Most companies believe in the success of their automated/accelerated 

underwriting programs, reporting substantial reductions in policy issue time. 

However, they are less confident that they have met consumer expectations. 

 

MEETING GOALS 

 Companies experience the most success with 

their most commonly reported goal. Eighty-two 

percent believe that their automated/accelerated 

underwriting programs have reduced policy  

issue time. 

  Many companies (64 percent) feel that these 

programs have reduced policy issue cost.  

One in 4 companies believes it is too soon to tell. 

 However, fewer companies are able to say they 

have met consumer expectations or increased 

applicant satisfaction (Figure 8). These two factors 

round out the top four most common goals. 

 While less common, the goals of using structured 

data and achieving consistent decisions are  

often achieved by the companies that hold them  

(67 percent and 65 percent, respectively) 

(Figure 8). 

Figure 8 — Goal Status 

Of Companies Listing Each Goal 
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COMPANY RATINGS OF PROGRAM SUCCESS 

 Most companies (51 percent) feel that their programs are “somewhat successful,” while 1 in 4 companies 

considers their programs to be “very successful.” Only 15 percent consider their programs “somewhat 

unsuccessful.” 

PERFORMANCE METRICS 

 Average cost savings per case. Of 36 responding companies, 11 indicate there are no cost savings for 

automated/accelerated programs relative to full underwriting. The largest group (14 companies) estimates  

cost savings between $1 and $100 per case. Only five companies report average savings greater than $200 

(Figure 9). 

Relatively price-neutral. We added third-party data services, but removed paramedical exam and 

telephone interview. We gain cost savings in follow-up items not needed, not having to key the 

application, but are still reviewing agent info in underwriting. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

$60 — Note this is mainly due to the elimination of labs for those who qualify (and includes additional 

cost for new data tool). We have not calculated underwriter time saved. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Figure 9 — Estimated Average Cost Savings per Case by Number of Companies 

 

N = 36 companies 

 Lapses and mortality. For programs at least three years old, about 1 in 2 companies feels that it is too soon to 

tell how lapses and mortality compare with those under more traditional programs. However, 1 in 4 reports that 

lapses are lower with automated/accelerated programs (Figure 10). 

 Price point. For a given risk class, 94 percent of responding companies are able to offer the same price as for 

traditionally underwritten products. For 6 percent, products in these programs are offered at a higher price point. 

 Processing time. On average, companies with automated/accelerated programs report that it takes three days 

(from receipt of an application in good order) to reach the medical questionnaire/interview — compared to eight 

days for their traditional underwriting programs. For the final decision, the mean estimate is nine days for 

automated/accelerated programs — compared to 27 days for traditional underwriting (Table 2). 

11
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3
2

No savings $1 to $100 $101 to $200 $201 to $300 > $450
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Table 2 — Days to Medical Questionnaire/Interview and Final Decision 

Mean and Range by Underwriting Program Type 

 Mean Number of Days Range 

 
Medical 

Questionnaire 
Final 

Decision 
Medical 

Questionnaire 
Final 

Decision 

Automated/Accelerated 3 9 0 to 13 1 to 60 

Traditional 8 27 0 to 30 15 to 60 

N = 38 companies 

 

Figure 10 — Lapses and Mortality Under Automated/Accelerated Underwriting Relative to Full Underwriting 

For Programs at Least Three Years Old 

 

N = 23 companies 

 Cases successfully underwritten. Twenty-four companies with fully implemented accelerated programs, and 

12 companies with fully implemented automated programs,6 provided information on number of applications 

eligible, number of policies accelerated/automated, and total cases underwritten through all methods. On 

average, across these companies, 68 percent of all cases underwritten are eligible for automation. Of those 

cases eligible, an average of 31 percent are automated. For acceleration, 45 percent of all cases underwritten 

are eligible. Of those, 38 percent are accelerated (Figure 11 and Figure 12). 

Figure 11 — Percentage of Eligible Applications 

Automated by Number of Companies 

 

N = 12 companies with fully implemented programs 

 

6 These companies do not include those with partial automation, since this group rarely provided the number of cases processed, indicating that these cases are 
“not truly automated.” 

Figure 12 — Percentage of Eligible Applications 

Accelerated by Number of Companies 
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Takeaway 

Almost all companies believe that their automated/accelerated underwriting programs have reduced policy issue 

time. On average, they report that time to reach the medical questionnaire/interview has been reduced by more 

than half, and time to reach the final decision has been reduced by two-thirds. 

However, other measures do not so clearly point to program success, either because it is “too soon to tell” or the 

metrics have not been sufficiently refined. Companies find it difficult to quantify cost savings, partly due to the 

trade-offs involved. How can companies measure “time better spent” by their underwriting staff as a result of 

these programs? 
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Challenges 

Companies face a variety of challenges in implementing automated/accelerated 

underwriting programs, ranging from resource allocation (both human and 

financial) to data and system issues. 

 

ALLOCATING HUMAN RESOURCES CONTINUES TO BE MOST CHALLENGING 

 As in 2017, the most common challenge is allocating human resources (58 percent). However, almost as many 

companies face the challenges of working with legacy systems (54 percent), the structure and format of data 

(52 percent), and the need for robust testing (50 percent) (Figure 13). 

 The largest group (20 percent) considers allocating sufficient human resources to be their single greatest 

challenge. However, almost as many companies choose allocating sufficient financial resources (19 percent) or 

working with legacy systems (17 percent) as their greatest challenge. Many more companies than in 2017 now 

consider allocating sufficient financial resources to be their greatest challenge (19 percent versus 3 percent, 

respectively). Otherwise, the pattern is similar from 2017 to 2019. 

Figure 13 — Top Challenges in Implementing Automated/Accelerated Underwriting Programs 

11 Most-Mentioned Challenges 

 

N = 48 companies 
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WHAT COMPANIES ARE DOING TO 
ADDRESS THEIR CHALLENGES 

 Allocating sufficient human resources. 

Companies are managing scope, bringing on part-

time resources, pulling resources from different 

departments, partnering with reinsurers (and 

others), and working in an agile environment.  

We are working to expand our internal 

resources as the need for talent to support 

capabilities in this area grows. In addition,  

we collaborate with external partners to 

supplement and bolster our knowledge and 

capabilities. Internally, our team is comprised 

of individuals across multiple business 

functions to ensure that we are engaging as 

many stakeholders as possible. This helps  

to give visibility to the challenges and 

opportunities of automation, so these issues 

are kept front and center in consideration  

of any new initiatives or projects that  

are proposed. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 Allocating sufficient financial resources. 

Companies are managing scope or delaying 

implementation.  

We used a disciplined approach to our scope. 

Must-haves were included, [and] nice-to-haves 

were only included if the benefit justified  

the cost. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 Working with legacy systems. Companies are 

looking at new technology solutions, changing 

their platforms, and building “bridges” to data. 

We are changing our entire platform, including 

introducing a new, data-driven application, and 

implementing a new rules-based underwriting 

engine and new business workbench. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

We created some “bridges” to the data that 

allowed for easier connections with our legacy 

system databases. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 Structure and format of data. Companies are 

turning to new e-applications and forming cross-

functional teams to come up with solutions. 

To increase the AU program, more data is 

needed. We need to change our e-app to have 

better data capture. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Put a cross-functional group of smart people 

together to work on it (e.g., actuary, 

underwriter, tech resource, vendor manager, 

and data scientist). 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 Need for robust testing. Companies are auditing 

their business and partnering with vendors to 

co-develop testing plans. 

Heavy auditing of … business that is eligible 

for AU. We are also ordering all AU 

requirements, in addition to our full 

underwriting requirements not currently 

eligible for AU, to verify the quality of the data 

and models on a larger sample size of actual 

live cases, before we make the decision of 

whether to implement AU on a wider scale. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 
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Takeaway 

Companies are maximizing their resources by managing scope and forming new relationships, both internally and 

externally. However, the struggle to find sufficient resources to support their underwriting programs is likely to 

continue. Companies will need to be more strategic in implementing new technologies and platforms, forming 

relationships, and recruiting and hiring. 
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Best Practices 

Ninety percent of companies with automated/accelerated programs offer “best 

practices” for implementing them. Most often, these center on relationships and 

collaboration. 

 

RELATIONSHIPS 

 Teams. Companies emphasize the importance of 

having a core, dedicated, and cross-functional 

team that is representative of the industry. 

Having a collaborative, cross-functional team 

from multiple disciplines. For example, 

underwriting, actuaries, data analytics, and IT. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Dedicated actuarial, underwriting, and IT staff 

to develop, monitor, and make changes to 

acceleration and automation. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Important . . . Involve all stakeholders at the 

beginning. Underwriting, legal, actuarial, IT, 

claims, etc. Include your agents/producers. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

 External partnerships. Many companies partner 

with reinsurers, e-application vendors, and 

industry/subject matter experts.  

Working very closely with a reinsurance 

partner to help develop the process both on 

the actuarial side and the underwriting side. 

The reinsurer helped answer our questions 

and made suggestions based on what they 

have seen others in the industry do.  

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Working with an industry expert to help us 

develop the program — including scoring of 

the RX and credit-related data. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

SCOPE 

 Many companies emphasize the importance of 

starting small and building from there. 

Don’t boil the ocean. Start with your highest 

volume of medical conditions and build the 

rules from there. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Start small and build from there. Cannot 

underestimate the importance of change 

management and getting buy-in from agents.  

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Commitment to delivering a minimum viable 

product and learning from there. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

First, you need to develop a process that 

facilitates automation. Review your 

underwriting questions, business rules, and 

processes to remove unnecessary steps, 

collection of information, and redundancies. 

Determine what makes the most sense to 

automate, and start there before further 

scaling up complexity. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 
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TEST AND LEARN 

 Companies emphasize the importance of 

developing and testing pilot programs, 

continuously auditing the results of their programs, 

and making changes as needed. Some suggest 

calibrating these tools to senior underwriters. 

Leverage existing algorithm rules and 

predictive models. Pilot program with small 

group to work out kinks before deploying 

nationwide. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Need to monitor early and often so that you 

can make adjustments to the program if 

warranted. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Quarterly reviews of the rules/outcomes to 

calibrate the scoring system. Monthly audits 

to ensure consistent decisions. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Perform thorough modeling and retro studies 

using structured data. Let the data show you 

the way. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

SHARED MENTAL MODELS 

 Having all stakeholders “on the same page” is 

essential. Establish a shared mental model with 

open communication that focuses on setting clear 

definitions and appropriate expectations. Provide 

education on how the programs work, including 

training the underwriting team on the process and 

development of the underwriting models. Shared 

mental models are a key component in 

establishing trust and acceptance from all 

constituents, from high-level executives to 

customers.  

Make sure to have clearly defined audit 

procedures, reporting capabilities, and 

expectations to senior leadership and 

reinsurers, and training for underwriters on 

when to kick-out cases to full underwriting. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Education, education, education . . . both for 

agents/producers and also home office staff. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Clear goals and technical demands of 

vendors, clear picture of end state, 

distribution buy-in to entire process. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Having the same core team continue to work 

on the project, and having all vendors meet 

together so they can all understand our vision 

of what we want to accomplish. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Important that agents set client expectations 

appropriately, as not all cases will be issued 

without labs. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 

Openly communicate with internal 

underwriting staff on expectations and 

ramifications of accelerated underwriting. 

— COMPANY SURVEY RESPONDENT 
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Final Thoughts 

Many life insurers are successfully transforming their 

underwriting processes by incorporating more data 

sources and minimizing what is required of the 

applicant. However, it has proven difficult to quantify 

all the benefits of automated/accelerated programs. 

While most companies have documented a 

substantial reduction in processing time relative to 

traditional underwriting, determining cost savings is 

less straightforward. Also, companies are not 

confident they have met consumer expectations or 

improved applicant satisfaction. In some instances, it 

simply may be too soon to tell. 

Regulatory changes also will impact the success of 

these programs. One recent change in the 

regulatory landscape focuses on the proper use of 

new data sources — New York’s Insurance Circular 

Letter No. 1 (2019). While this only applies to 

companies operating in the state of New York, it 

may indicate things to come. In any case, many 

companies are already engaging in multiple 

activities to ensure the validity and reliability of their 

data and processes. Regardless of whether life 

insurers operate in New York, they should continue 

to engage in these activities, and they should work 

to increase the transparency of their underwriting 

models and decisions. Transparency will increase 

stakeholder acceptance, and it will help companies 

protect their relationships with potential customers. 

An adverse decision that lacks transparency is more 

likely to be perceived as unfairly discriminatory. 

The greatest challenges these companies face 

include allocating resources, both human and 

financial. In response, companies are managing 

scope, bringing on part-time resources, pulling 

resources from different departments, partnering 

with reinsurers (and other firms), and changing how 

they work (with cycles of testing and learning). When 

companies share their best practices in 

implementing automated/accelerated underwriting 

programs, many of them center on relationships and 

communication. They believe it is critical to have a 

core, dedicated, and cross-functional team and to 

form external partnerships that complement and 

extend their own expertise and resources. To 

maximize the benefits of these relationships, 

companies can establish shared mental models 

through communication and education. 

The pace of continued transformation will depend on 

how companies respond to these varied challenges. 

Those that are able to overcome them will be best 

positioned to improve the efficiency of their 

programs and provide consumers with the products 

and experiences they expect. 
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Methodology 

To better understand the current status of life underwriting, as well as possible future directions, LIMRA surveyed 

U.S. and Canadian life insurance companies regarding their automated and/or accelerated underwriting programs 

in spring 2019. Sixty-three companies (50 U.S. and 13 Canadian) completed the survey between May and  

July 2019. 

For the survey and this report, automated and accelerated underwriting are defined as follows.  

Automated underwriting uses technology/tools to facilitate the review and approval of insurance applications 

that meet defined underwriting criteria, thus limiting human intervention. This includes rules-based or  

predictive algorithms. 

1. Fully automated underwriting: Underwriting completed by a program that uses an algorithmic risk 

assessment. Risks are accepted or declined based on specific rules. (Underwriters are not part of  

the process.) 

2. Triage approach to underwriting: Underwriting in which a program uses a triage approach to select a group 

of policies that may be fully automated and a group to be reviewed by an underwriter. 

3. Partially automated underwriting: Underwriting that applies an algorithm to make an underwriting decision 

prior to review by an underwriter. 

In accelerated underwriting, some applications are eligible to have certain medical requirements waived, such 

as the paramedic exam or the collection of fluids. 

Respondents were asked to exclude simplified and guaranteed issue products. 

Based on their survey responses, companies were categorized as having automated programs, accelerated 

programs, or combined automated/accelerated programs. Due to the survey design, and the fact that most 

responding companies have combined programs, it was not possible to specifically compare and contrast 

automated and accelerated programs. The results presented here are from 48 companies that offer automated 

and/or accelerated underwriting programs. Data from a 2017 LIMRA survey7 focused on automated underwriting 

provide a baseline for measuring change. 

 

 

7 Transforming Underwriting: Automated Underwriting Company Practices for Life Insurance in 2017, LIMRA, 2017. 
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Participating Companies 

AAA Life  

Alfa Life Insurance Corporation 

Allianz Life of North America 

Ameritas 

Amica Life 

Assumption Life 

AXA Equitable 

Baltimore Life 

Bankers Life, Inc. 

Boston Mutual 

Brighthouse Financial 

Canada Life (Great-West Life) 

Colonial Life 

Combined Insurance Co. 

COUNTRY Financial 

CUNA Mutual Group 

Desjardins 

EMC National Life Company 

F&G Annuities and Life 

Farm Bureau Life Insurance Company of MI 

Fidelity Investments Life Insurance Co. 

Foresters Financial 

Gerber Life 

Great-West Financial 

Guardian Life Insurance Company 

Industrial Alliance 

Ivari 

John Hancock 

Kansas City Life 

Knights of Columbus 

La Capitale 

Lincoln Financial Group 

Manulife 

MassMutual 

Modern Woodmen of America 

Mutual Trust Life Insurance Company 

Nassau Re 

National Life 

Nationwide 

New York Life 

Northwestern Mutual 

Ohio National 

Pacific Life 

Pan-American Life Insurance Group 

Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company 

Primerica, Inc. 

Principal Financial Group 

Protective Life 

Prudential Financial 

RBC Insurance 

RiverSource Life Insurance 

Sammons Financial Group 

Securian Financial Group 

Security Mutual Life of NY 

SSQ Insurance 

State Farm Life Insurance 

Sun Life 

The Cincinnati Life Insurance Company 

The Co-operators Life Insurance Company 

Thrivent Financial 

USAA Life Insurance Co. 

Vantis Life 

WoodmenLife 
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